Yankee Flipper Upgrade (YF03)














Your Yankee Flipper Upgrade consists of a new Port, Silo Assembly, Power Stick, Base Assembly, Spring, Friction
Disk, Perch Ring, Hub, Lock Washer, Nut, and an AC/DC Adapter (charger).
The Power Stick, which consists of the batteries, motor and gear box, is shipped with a slight charge for testing
purposes.
Check to ensure that the activation switch is in the OFF position before handling.
Place your tube on the new port and silo assembly and attach the upgrade with the four tube screws from your
original feeder.
Disengage the base from the port and silo assembly by placing the base in the palm of your hand. Insert fingers
upward between rungs of the perch ring and grasp firmly around the base assembly and twist counter clockwise
approximately ½”. You will feel a distinct click and then lower the base which will separate from the feeding
port and silo assembly.
Insert the end of the AC/DC Adapter into the top of the power stick as shown in the illustration above.
Charge for at least 14 hours, but not more than 24 hours. Repeated undercharging may result in a battery
condition known as “memory” to occur. Overcharging can damage the batteries, resulting in shortened battery
life.
Insert the base into the feeder by aligning any one of the three arrows on the underside of the base with the left
hash mark on the side of the feeder port. Twist the base clockwise (viewed from the bottom) until it clicks into
place.
Turn the activation switch to the ON position making certain not to come into contact with the perch ring. If one
of the four perch spikes is obstructing access to the activation switch, the perch ring can be rotated by hand with
the switch in the OFF position.
In an effort to leave more trees as habitat for the birds, we have placed the Yankee Family Instruction Booklet
with Parts List on our website at http://drollyankees.com/instruction-manuals/
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